
Spring Road, Sholing
SOUTHAMPTON, SO19 2BL - £365,000



Spring Road
SHOLING, SOUTHAMPTON, SO19 2BL

Three bed detached house in Sholing, SO19
2BL, with lounge, dining room, kitchen,
conservatory, and shower room. Features
enclosed garden, off-road parking, and garage.
Close to amenities, schools, and transport. No
chain.

Nestled in the heart of Sholing, on Spring Road, 
SO19 2BL, this charming three-bedroom detached 
house presents a rare opportunity to acquire a 
delightful family home in a highly sought-after 
location. Offered with no onward chain, this property 
is poised for immediate move-in, ideal for those 
eager to settle without delay.

As you step through the front door, you're greeted by 
a warm and welcoming lounge, setting the tone for 
the inviting atmosphere that flows throughout the 
home. The dining room, adjacent to the lounge, 
offers a spacious area for family meals and 
entertaining guests, leading seamlessly into the 
kitchen. Here, the heart of the home, you'll find 
everything needed to create culinary delights, 
complemented by views of the garden that inspire 
relaxation and tranquillity.

The conservatory, a luminous extension of the living 
space, provides a serene retreat where natural light 
bathes the interior, offering a picturesque setting for 
morning coffees or quiet evenings. Upstairs, three 
well-proportioned bedrooms await, each offering a 
canvas for personalisation, alongside a shower 
room, expertly designed for convenience and style.



Council Tax Authority: Southampton City Council
Tenure: Freehold
Energy Efficiency Rating: D

Outside, the enclosed rear garden is a haven of 
privacy and peace, perfect for alfresco dining, 
gardening enthusiasts, or simply enjoying the 
outdoors. The addition of off-road parking and a 
garage at the rear enhances the practicality of this 
home, ensuring ample space for vehicles and 
storage.

Located in Sholing, this property benefits from an 
enviable position within close proximity to a plethora 
of local amenities, including shops, cafes, and 
recreational facilities, catering to all your needs. 
Families will appreciate the selection of esteemed 
schools in the area, ensuring educational excellence 
for children of all ages.

Transport links are abundant, with Sholing Railway 
Station offering convenient access to Southampton 
City Centre and beyond, making commutes and 
travels a breeze. Additionally, the proximity to the 
M27 motorway junction allows for easy road 
connections to the wider region, perfect for both 
work and leisure travels.

This property is not just a house but a chance to 
embrace a lifestyle of comfort, convenience, and 
community in one of Sholing's most desirable 
locations. Whether you're a growing family, a 
professional couple, or simply seeking a peaceful 
retreat from the hustle and bustle, this home offers 
the perfect blend of space, style, and accessibility. 
Embrace the opportunity to make cherished 
memories in a place you can truly call home.
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IMPORTANT NOTICE: The details presented in these property particulars are believed to be precise, but they are intended to serve only as a general guide and must not

be regarded as a formal offer or contractual agreement. Prospective buyers should not depend on these details as accurate statements or depictions of reality but should

instead verify their correctness via their own inspections or other established means. We have not conducted an exhaustive survey, nor have we tested the utilities,

appliances, or particular fixtures. Room dimensions must not be relied upon for carpeting and furnishing decisions. The measurements provided are estimated.

No employee within Enfields has the power to make or offer any representation or guarantee about the property.




